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That is to say, if you want to get the magic medicine completely, you must listen to this
group of people and let them open it with a password.

Hydra’s strategy is to auction off this magical medicine as much as possible, after all, this is
the top treasure of heaven and earth.

Who doesn’t want it?

Even if it can’t be photographed, let others photograph it.

In short, Levi Garrison couldn’t get it.

If it really doesn’t work, destroy the magic medicine in the mechanism box.

The same goes for the idea of   the organization of the Revenge Hydra.

However, there are quite a few people who come to participate in the auction. After all, the
value and charm of the magic medicine is too great.

It is estimated that the mysterious forces will also make a lot of money.

Auction should also use Aura Crystals and Heavenly Materials and Earthly Treasures.

Soon after, Levi Garrison and his party came to this small island.

Levi Garrison also made arrangements in advance.

I vowed to find out the identity of the mysterious force.

Of course, the main purpose is to get the magic medicine.
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Detoxification is the most important thing.

The auction venue was already full.

But most people Levi Garrison they don’t know at all.

“Hydra and the mysterious forces that destroyed the blood exchange record should be in the
venue, and they will definitely stop us with all their might!”

Doctor Dark whispered in Levi Garrison’s ear.

“Well, stare at them! Find a way to confirm their identities!”

“Can the identity of this group of forces holding the auction be determined?”

Levi Garrison asked.

“They are all wearing masks, and their identities are still unclear! And most of them are
commissioned forces, not they really sent people here!”

Doctor Dark said.

“Okay, let Lao Xie hide it, and once you find the magic medicine, act immediately!”

Levi Garrison asked again.

Now his people are all in place.

Next, the auction officially started.

The strong man wearing a mask began to introduce: “The treasures of heaven and earth
that are auctioned today are all treasures of heaven and earth that have been treasured for
many years by the great summer doctor Yan Zangsheng! There are ten pieces in total!”

As soon as the words came out.

The crowd immediately became excited.
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Originally thought there was only one magic medicine.

It’s really hard to get everyone.

But now there are ten, so the chances are high.

Not to run around and walk around.

Levi Garrison’s expression changed.

It seems that this mysterious force has controlled Yan Zang’s life and death.

All the treasures he treasures have been obtained by others!

“Then what should we do?”

asked the Dark Doctor.

“Shoot! Film everything!”

Levi Garrison said coldly.

“The first auction item is a frozen heart grass picked by a genius doctor in an extremely cold
place. It can erase the injuries suffered by the gods, not only those who are seriously
injured! This is nourished by the vitality of heaven and earth for many years, and it is better
than the recent recovery due to spiritual energy. Treasures from heaven and earth must be
useful!”

As soon as the first auction item came out, the terrifying medicinal power permeated the
field.

Everyone was excited.

“The starting price – twenty pieces of ordinary quality aura crystals or five treasures of
heaven and earth!”

The man’s voice fell.
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The dark doctor shouted: “One hundred high-quality aura crystals!”

“hiss!”

This time, the sound of breathing cold air is incessant.

Levi Garrison is too cruel here.

As soon as it came up, it was shouting such a price, who could afford it?

This is a one-time cut off for everyone.

What’s more, Levi Garrison is so rich in resources, who can compete with him in bidding?

Who can stop him!

Therefore, everyone was silent.

I don’t know whether to bid or not.

After all, everyone understands that if you call here, Levi Garrison will continue.

Can’t compete with others at all.

Even the people sent by Hydra started to discuss.

“Should we make a bid?”

“This ice heart grass is definitely useful for his daughter’s detoxification!”

The Hydra people will stop Levi Garrison at all costs.

No auction item will let it go.

The group of Vengeful Hydra also thinks the same way.
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Just when they were about to shout, a voice sounded: “Five hundred high-quality aura
crystals!”

This made the organization of Hydra and Vengeance Hydra stunned.

Because the bidder is not theirs at all.

Levi Garrison still has enemies?

not only.

Even the face under the mask of the person in charge of the auction changed slightly.

They are all surprised by one thing – there are still people who want to stop Levi Garrison?

Now, except for the Hydra, the organization of revenge Hydra, and the mysterious forces
that control the magician.

There are still people who want to stop Levi Garrison.

This is beyond everyone’s expectations!

And listening to this outcry is full of confidence.

Not afraid of Levi Garrison at all!

“Sure enough!”

Because Levi Garrison didn’t know who was there, he didn’t know who was who?
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Therefore, he didn’t know that the bid was beyond the three-way forces he expected.

“One thousand high-quality aura crystals!”

Levi Garrison has resources, and he is not afraid of this at all.

So the Dark Doctor directly doubles.

And the person who just called for the price also continued: “Two thousand high-quality
aura crystals!”

…

“Three thousand!”

“four thousand!”

…

“Ten thousand!!!”

Soon that person actually bid a price of 10,000 aura crystals.

This shocked the audience!

Even the Hydras were stunned.

Despite all the cost, their resources are limited.

It is impossible to fight with Levi Garrison to this extent.

Their sacrifices were prepared at all costs on the magical medicine that was comparable to
the 100,000-year-old snow lotus.

Although the previous auction items have tried their best to prevent them, there are limits.

There’s nothing you can do once you get past them.
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After all, the resources that Levi Garrison possesses are too terrifying.

If you fight for resources, no one can compete with Levi Garrison.

The same is true for the organization of the revenge Hydra. In terms of resources, they are
even worse than the Hydra.

It is possible for the organization holding the auction to drive up the price, but it is
impossible for Levi Garrison to fight for resources.

But the mysterious man in front of him has been fighting with Levi Garrison.

This is the embodiment of confidence!

It doesn’t seem to be blind at all.

He can really break arms with Levi Garrison!

This was also beyond Levi Garrison’s expectations.

This ice heart grass is not so valuable at all, and it exceeded it early.

10,000 high-quality aura crystals can be exchanged for at least 500 ice heart grass.

He also realized that something was wrong.

This person should not belong to people like Hydra.

They will stop, but definitely on the last magic medicine.

It is impossible to come up hard.

If you waste so many resources and fight for yourself, Zhanxiong Nation will not agree.

Who is this?

There is another force against you?
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“continue or not?”

asked the Dark Doctor.

“No, it doesn’t make sense!”

Levi Garrison knew that the other party was determined to challenge himself.

No matter what price he shouted, he would follow.

This is a bottomless pit.

And it’s not the last magic medicine, so it doesn’t make any sense at all.

“Ten thousand high-quality aura crystals once, twice, three times!”

“Okay, this ice heart grass belongs to this gentleman!”

…

This made others sigh.

No sense of participation at all.

How to fight with Levi Garrison, the two “local tyrants”?

Soon, the second auction item begins.

It is an elixir prepared by Yan Zangsheng himself, which has a miraculous effect on
enhancing the power and healing.

Especially in this era of absorbing spiritual energy, this medicine pill is more important.

It can make you absorb the spiritual energy several times faster, can you not be excited?

Everyone is looking forward to it.
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However, all eyes were on Levi Garrison and the mysterious person who had just bid for the
first auction item.

“Bid!”

Levi Garrison said.

Doctor Dark immediately called for the price: “A thousand pieces of high-quality aura
crystals!”

“Ten thousand high-quality aura crystals!”

What is exaggerated is that the other party has directly increased it tenfold.
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